
Cleaners and lubricants.

Economy 12 -oz.
dust remover spray
Excellent for cleaning delicate
surfaces-camera, camcorder
and projector lenses, copiers,
computer keyboards and screens,
LCD displays and more. With
extension tube. Trigger spray.

64-4350 9 99

Dust remover spray
sized for toolbox
CFC and HCFC free. Cleans deli-
cate equipment safely; contains no
harmful solvents. Flexible 6" exten-
sion tube allows cleaning even in
those hard -to -reach places. Non-
flammable. Leaves no residue.
Handy 4.5 oz. size.

64-4325 6 49

Professional cleaner
Cteamet
Dt,.Ass and degreaser kit

Sprays away grease, oxides, grime-ideal
for use on non -powered circuit boards,
components and more. Safe on plastics.
With professional -grade reusable
horsehair brush attachment for extra
cleaning power. 64-4322 15.99
Refill. 5 oz. 64-4323 6 99

Cooling spray helps
spot thermal defects
Find flaws easier in components and
printed circuit traces. Also great for
protecting heat -sensitive components
during soldering. Non-flammable.
Cools to below -62°F, leaves no resi-
due. 4.5 oz. 64-4321 6 99
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EDGE CONNECTOR

Gold -contact cleaner pen
Cleans and applies a micro -thin, long-lasting non -
insulating coating that fights oxide buildup. Specially
formulated for gold contacts, and great for all other
types of computer card -edge connectors, audio con-
nectors, battery contact points. 64-4340 6 99
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Dust remover
spray -8 oz. size
A great way to clean cameras, cir-
cuit boards, copiers, keyboards, pro-
jectors and other equipment that
have easily scratched surfaces. With
flexible extension tube.

64-4326 7 99

TV-tuner/control
cleaner/lubricant
Restores performance by cleaning
dirty contacts in TV tuners, volume
or tone controls and switches. Ideal
for use on all types of home and
automotive electronics. Often, a
quick cleaning eliminates "scratchi-
ness" in volume or tone controls
and drift in rotary TV tuners. Non-
flammable. Safe on most plastics.
4.5 oz. 64-4315 7 99

Color TV tuner cleaner
and lubricant spray
Concentrated formula safely cleans
dirty contacts in rotary -type tuners,
switches, volume and tone controls.
Flexible extension tube allows applica-
tion in hard -to -reach spaces.
flammable. 4.5 oz.
64-4320 8 99

Anti -static cleaner
cuts dust buildup
Neutralizes static electricity on exterior
surfaces to help eliminate dust buildup.
Great for keyboards, copiers, TVs, print-
ers; plus other glass, plastic and metal-
lic surfaces. 6 oz. 64-3310 4 49
Not for use on internal electronic components.

CONTACT CLEANER PEN

Pen -style contact cleaner
Easy -to -use pressure -sensitive applicator dispenses
cleaning fluid as you wipe contacts. Removes fluxes,
light oils and dirt from contacts and tape heads. Safe
for metals and most plastics. 64-4341 4 99

Precision oiler Household
with TEFLON' lubricating gel
Super -lubricant TEFLON sticks i due: General-purpose TEFLON lu-

to surface, will not wash off. 7614 bricant is perfect for hinges,
Precision tip fits into hard -to- - sliding doors, tools and
reach places. For electronics, more. Superior adhesion-
electric motors, marine equip- .' stays where you put it. Non-

ment. 3/4 oz. 64-2301... 2.49 u-cl- corrosive. 3 -oz. tube.

TEFLON' E.I.duPont De Nemours & Co., Inc ...- j 64-2326 2 99

Spray Away
Problems
Clean, lubricate and maintain electronic
equipment the quick and easy way.

RadioShack offers a great selection of time-
saving service chemicals, many with improved
formulas. Our cleaner/degreaser, for instance,
dissolves a broader range of contaminants
than most others. Our rosin flux remover, un-
like some others, will not harm most plastics.
RadioShack's famous tuner cleaners help keep
all types of switch contacts and rotary controls
in top condition. Just a small amount of cleaner
removes dirt and tarnish, usually without hav-
ing to dismantle equipment Many of our
aerosol products include a brush attachment
that helps you do a better cleaning job while
using less cleaner. All aerosol products
on this page meet or exceed all current
EPA requirements.
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Electronics cleaner
with brush attachment
Cleans away dust, dirt and oxides. After
spraying, use the included brush to
remove heavy concentrations in hard -
to -reach places. Safe on most plastics.
Leaves no residue. 5.5 oz.
64-4327 10.99

Professional flux
remover kit
Easy way to remove rosin flux de-
posits from printed circuit boards,
connectors. Includes professional
grade reusable brush attachment.
64-4330 15.99
Refill. 5 oz. 64-4324 5.99
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HE4T SINK

Silicone -free heat -sink pen
Applies a non -migrating coating that assures proper
heat transfer from heat -generating components to
heat sink or metal chassis for dissipation. Will not
harden, out or melt. 64-4342 5 99

Aerosol brush
replacement
For flux remover #64-4330,
cleaner/degreaser #64-4322,
and dust remover #64-4326.
'h" natural horsehair bristles
cut risk of static damage while
improving cleaning efficiency.
64-4335 12.99

Handy 10 -pack
of extension
straws
Replacement straws will fit
RadioShack aerosol cans
and many others. Help you
direct spray into hard -to -
reach places.
64-4301 1 19

Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores- ask about our ordering service (items subject to availability).


